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• Poor emission reliability is a major problem for field
emission cathodes.

• Si field emitters have further disadvantage in that they are
easily contaminated or oxidized.

• Here we use the capability of a scanning anode field
emission microscope (SAFEM) to isolate a single tip and
investigate the influence of controlled poor vacuum on the
field emission.
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4. Comparison with H2 and O2
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• Using an isolated Si nanowire with sharp emitter, we
measure field emission characteristics in poor vacuum.

• O2 is most detrimental to the emission while H2 causes
improvement.

• Original I-V characteristics are recovered after the
deterioration in O2, implying the Si emitter is not damaged

• These measurements enable us to assess the sources of
reliability issues of field emitters in poor vacuum.

Current Map Tip Location

After operation in O2 at 10-5 Torr, the emitters do not 
emit electrons immediately after UHV pump down.

• This is resolved by performing several sweeps (around
3-5), after which the emission at the outset is recovered.

• This suggests that perhaps O2 molecules adsorb on the
surface, inhibiting initial emission. Performing several 
sweeps electrostatically desorb the O2 molecules, thus 
the initial performance could be recovered.
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We operate in poor vacuum using Ar first at pressures
ranging from 10-8 Torr to 10-5 Torr. Since β stays the
same, we can extract the modified barrier height using:

• We find that O2 causes significant deterioration in
emission by increasing the barrier height, while H2
improves the emission, by reducing the barrier height.

After re-conditioning in UHV (10-9 Torr), the emitter is
operated in a reducing gas and then an oxidizing gas.

10-5 Torr measurements in each gas comparison
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ABSTRACT
In field electron emission (FE) studies, the current/voltage or the macroscopic current-density/field characteristics of single tip or large area field emitters can be 
expressed in a nearly linear form using one of a small number of standard data-analysis plots. Usually, the chosen plot is a Fowler-Nordheim plot, a Murphy-Good 
plot or a Millikan-Lauritsen plot. The FE orthodoxy test can be applied to any of the three types of plots, to test the reasonability of the obtained experimental data. 
A difficulty of using the orthodoxy test is that there is no technical procedure or simple platform that can be used to apply the test to the experimental data. This 
report describes a simple web-tool that is designed to apply the FE orthodoxy test to any of these data-analysis plots, and then to use the test results to extract 
the emitter characterization parameters if the data passes the orthodoxy test. The web-tool is used by specifying the nature of the plot, the emitter‘s local work 
function, relevant system macroscopic parameters, and the coordinates of two “end-of-range“ points on a line fitted to the data-analysis plot. The web-tool 
simplifies the data processing related to FE studies and experiments by: determining the value of the pre-exponential voltage/field exponent κ for Murphy-Good 
plots; evaluating the scaled-field parameters in FE theory that correspond to the ends of the working range; determining the status of the tested data before 
publishing it; determining the status of the emitter or experiments. Hopefully, the web-tool can help to develop basic understanding of the different behaviors of emitters.

INTRODUCTION
In field electron emission (FE) theory, Fowler-Nordheim (FN), 
Murphy-Good (MG) and Millikan-Lauritsen (ML) data-analysis 
plots are methods for presenting measured current/voltage
Im(Vm) or the macroscopic current-density/field JM(FM) 
characteristics of FE experiments in a nearly linear form. 
Advantages of using Murphy-Good plots are that they are 
predicted to be “very nearly straight“ [1], and that there 
are fewer correction factors in the mathematics of the 
data-analysis process. A web-tool has been developed 
that allows researchers to easily test and analyze 
experimental results by first applying the so-called 
orthodoxy test and then (if the test is passed) extracting 
characterization parameters for the emitter used.
The three types of plots can be presented in the 
general form ln(Y⁄ Xκ)  vs X-1. Here, Y is either the measured 
total emission current Im or the macroscopic current density
JM, X is either the measured voltage Vm or the macroscopic
electrostatic field intensity FM, and κ is the pre-exponential 
voltage exponent in the empirical FE equation
Im= C(Vm)κ exp[–B/Vm]...(1), where B can be treated as a 
constant and C can often be approximated as a constant.  
In the expanded form of the Murphy-Good FE equation, 
κ is given by 2-(η ⁄ 6), where η is the scaling parameter
for the Schottky-Nordheim (SN) barrier and is given by 
η(f)= bcS

2f-1/2, where b is the second FN constant, cS is the 
Schottky constant and f is the local work function [2]. 
Thus, κ=2 for FN plots, 0 for ML plots, and 2-(η ⁄ 6) for MG plots 
[2]. The field emission orthodoxy test is a quantitative test 
that can be applied to any of the data-analysis plots and to 
any geometrical emitter shape for which MG FE theory is an 
adequate approximation. The test is based on extracting 
values of a specific and important parameter in 
FE theory. This parameter is the characteristic scaled field 
fC= cS

2f-2FC= cS
2f-2zC

-1Vm, where FC is the local electrostatic 
field at a characteristic location on the emitter surface 
(usually taken as its apex), and zC [Vm/FC] is the related 
characteristic voltage conversion length (VCL). The extracted 
fC-values are then compared to a set of internal analyzed 
historical data, taken from metal emitters between 1926 
and 1972. These data provide the orthodoxy test criteria 
as listed in [3]. The test is an “engineering triage“ test 
and provides three results. (1) Pass: the data are reasonable.
(2) Fail: the data are unreasonable, and the extracted
parameters are likely to be spurious. (3) Inconclusive; the
data need more study and analysis. If the orthodoxy test
is passed, then the characterization parameters of the 
emitter can validly be extracted. Typically, these are: the 
formal emission area (for a Schottky-Nordheim barrier) 
Af

SN, and the related formal area efficiency 
αf

SN; the VCL zC, and the related characteristic field 
enhancement factor (FEF) γC [2].

METHODOLOGY
The FE analysis web-tool [4] had been developed for the 
purpose of applying the orthodoxy test. It does this by 
making precise calculations for the parameter-extraction 
process from any of the three types of data-analysis plot. It is 
necessary to precisely calculate the values of the FE theory 
scaled parameters and (for MG plots) the κ value as 
defined in [1]. The main tool requires only the plot form, 
the assumed value of f, and the coordinates of the 
upper and lower limits for the line fitted to the 
data. To extract values for γC and αf

SN, where

relevant-usually only for large area field electron emitters 
(LAFEs)-further macroscopic system parameters are needed, 
namely a cathode-anode macroscopic distance dM (there 
are several types) and the macroscopic area AM of the LAFE. 
To test the performance of the web-tool, simulated current-
voltage data plots were generated, for each of the three 
types of plot, using the input parameter-values:  f=4.65 eV,
Af

SN=100 nm2, zC=180 nm, dM=100 mm, AM=100 mm2, 
with the tested range set to be 0.17≤fC≤0.43 (which is 
chosen to pass the orthodoxy test). 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The simulated data are presented in Figure 1. For the MG 
plot, the value of κ has been calculated using the 
formula given earlier, which yields κ=1.2398. With each of 
the plots, a line fitted to the plot would have slope Sfit and 
intercept ln(Rfit ) on the vertical (1000/Vm=0) axis.  Both these 
values can in fact be obtained from the coordinates that 
correspond to the range of the fitted lines. The resulting 
values of Sfit and ln(Rfit ), as evaluated by the web-tool, are shown 
in Table 1. [Note that the Neper (Np) is the SI recognised unit of 
natural logarithmic difference, for amplitude-type quantities].
The range of fC-values extracted from each of the plots, 
using the relevant formula in [3], coincides with the 
chosen input range, thereby demonstrating consistency.

Figure 1. Simulated data-analysis plots for the three plot types 
shown, for f= 4.65 eV, Af

SN= 100 nm2, zC= 180 nm, and
0.17≤fC≤0.43.

Table 1 also shows values of extracted characterization 
parameters, except that no reliable theory currently 
exists for extracting area-like quantities from a ML plot.
All the data-analysis plots have “nearly straightline behavior“,
but each plot is slightly curved in a different way. This 
leads to a noticeable variation and percentage error in

the extracted values of the characterization parameters but 
does not significantly affect the results of the orthodoxy 
test. With this set of chosen data the FN plot appears 
to work slightly better than the MG plot, but our 
general impression is that for extracting area-like quantities 
the MG plot is expected to be more reliable and easier to use.

CONCLUSIONS
There is a need for a user-friendly tool that can apply the field 
emission orthodoxy test to experimental data, and (if 
appropriate) easily extract characterization parameters. 
Information of this kind is useful in the research and development
of electron sources, in our case improved electron microscope 
sources and  hybrid-design sources involving dielectric layers on 
metal point sources, but more generally sources based on 
large area field electron emitters. Our web-tool [4], now in its 
final stages of development, seeks to provide this facility, for 
all the forms of data-analysis plot commonly used.
Notwithstanding this, our strong recommendation is that best 
engineering and scientific practice is to always plot the raw 
measured current/voltage data [5], to use a Murphy-Good 
plot rather than a Fowler-Nordheim plot, and to apply the 
orthodoxy test before attempting to extract characterization 
parameters. 

Table 1. The extraction results for each of the Figure 1 data-analysis plots.

Figure 2. The web-tool form to apply the orthodoxy test to a LAFE 
sample.
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ABSTRACT
Murphy-Good plots are the most recent type of the analysis methods in the field electron emission theory, this type of plots has several useful characteristics such as: having 
the very-nearly straight line to represent the current-voltage characteristics and the absence of the correction factors in the mathematical procedure of the analysis 
process. In this study, n-type <111> and <100> Si chips containing four individual emitters are used as base emitters and mounted in a diode configuration field emission 
set-up where the experiments are operated in an ultra-high vacuum (~10-7 Pa). Each chip has four individual controllable emitters with 5 µm distance between the Si tips 
and the same material grid. Laser micromachining and subsequent wet chemical etching technique is used to structure and polish the tips. Murphy-Good plots are used 
to study the behavior of the Si individual tips and compare the results with the array current by extracting the field emission characterization parameters of the emitters.

INTRODUCTION
In field electron emission theory, Murphy-Good analysis
plots;  is a methodology to present the current-voltage 
characteristics of field electron emission experiments 
in a very-nearly straight-line curve [1]. This allows to 
easily test and analyze the obtained results using the well-
-known field emission orthodoxy test and to extract the 
characterization parameters of the corresponding used 
emitter in the case the tested data passed the orthodoxy 
test. Using the slope and the exponent of the 
vertical axis intercepts of a Murphy-Good plot, several 
characterization parameters can be extracted for the used 
emitter such as: the formal emission area from a Schottky-
Nordheim barrier Af

SN, the characteristic voltage conversion 
length zC  and the characteristic field enhancement factor 
gC [2]. 

In this study, n-type Si cathodes were manufactured 
as described in [3] with the exception that other types of 
silicon were used. (<111>, f = 4.67 eV and <100>, f = 4.82 eV [4]) .
Field emission analysis webtool [2] is used in this work 
to  easily apply the orthodoxy test and to extract  the
corresponding characterization parameters if the practical  
data pass the test as described in [1].

PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
The resulting electron source is mounted in a diode-
configuration  field emission setup and operated under a 
vacuum level of ~10-7 Pa. Each tip is connected to 1 MΩ 
resistance and a grounded picoamperemeter. The grid is 
connected to a DC power source and a grounded 
picoamperemeter. The cathode current was measured 
for each tip individually in addition to the grid 
current. 

Figure 1-a presents the resulted current-voltage 
characteristics for each tip in comparison with the total 
cathode and grid currents of the <100> electron source 
where the vertical red line describes the maximum voltage 
value before the noisy behavior started to appear. 
Figure 1-b shows the obtained results from the <111>
electron source. Figure 1-c shows the Murphy-Good 
plot for the <100> electron source results and figure 1-d 
shows the Murphy-Good plot for the <111>  electron
source results. Table 1 presents the extracted values 
for the characterization parameters of the used 
emitters as obtained from the webtool for the 
tips that passed or have an inconclusive result of the 
orthodoxy test only.

As a first approximation, the ratio e between the collected 
(grid) current and the emitted (cathode) current to study 
the collection-efficiency for the system. The results 
are shown in the inset of figure 2-a for the <100> electron  
source and in the inset of figure 2-b for the <111>
electron source. The red line indicates where the 
collected current is equal to the emitted current (e=1).

DISCUSSION
The gC values have been calculated using Forbes method [1] 
where it is defined as the ratio between the cathode-anode 
macroscopic distance, 5 µm in this case, and the extracted 
value for zC that can be found in table 1 for each case. This 
explains the low values for gC. The values of Af

SN describe the 

the area that can be extracted from any type of the field emission 
analysis plots but not the real geometrical area, which still cannot 
be calculated accurately from any type of the analysis plots. Af

SN 
can be used to describe the status of the emitter shape as a first 
approximation.

Figure 1. The obtained results from the n-type Si electron sources (a) <100> current-voltage characteristics, (b) <111> current-voltage 
characteristics, (c) <100> Murphy-Good plot and (d) <111> Murphy-Good plot. The inset figures describe the ration between the grid
current and the cathode total current.
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The extracted results show very small values for the 
characterization parameters for the case of the <111> 
sample in comparison with the obtained results from the 
tips of the <100> sample. As can be seen from table 1, 
lower values of zC and Af

SN can be relaed to the noisy 
behaviour and the need for higher voltage values 
for the field emission process to start.

The insets of figures 1-a and 1-b shows that in the case of 
the <100> smaples, the grid current was higher than the 
cathode total current,  which can be explained by the 
existence of high number of secondary and back scattered 
electrons . Note that these have poorly existed in the case of 
the <111> samples.

CONCLUSIONS
For both samples, not all the cathodes are operating properly. 
The expected reason for such behavior can be found in the 
values of the field enhancement factor described by  table 1.  The 
emission behavior of the emitters is strongly affected due to  the 
variation of the radius and height of individual tips.
Also, the presence of the safety resistance can affect 
the emission process by limiting the current feed 
from the power source for the parallel individual tips.
In conclusion, the <100> samples showed more suitable behavior 
as an electron source comparing to the <111> samples since
they provided more suitable current-voltage characteristics 
that is confirmed also by the presented values of parameters
obtained during the characterization.

Table 1. Extraction results.

In this study, the tested voltage range for the <111> sample is 
700-900 V while it is 810-950 V for the <100> sample. The 
current-voltage characteristics shows nearly exact behavior
for the grid and the total cathode currents in both cases, 
and not all the samples areoperating properly.  
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ABSTRACT
Murphy-Good plots are the most recent type of the analysis methods in the field electron emission theory, this type of plots has several useful characteristics such as: having
the very-nearly straight line to represent the current-voltage characteristics and the absence of the correction factors in the mathematical procedure of the analysis
process. In this study, n-type <111> and <100> Si chips containing four individual emitters are used as base emitters and mounted in a diode configuration field emission
set-up where the experiments are operated in an ultra-high vacuum (~10-7 Pa). Each chip has four individual controllable emitters with 5 µm distance between the Si tips
and the same material grid. Laser micromachining and subsequent wet chemical etching technique is used to structure and polish the tips. Murphy-Good plots are used
to study the behavior of the Si individual tips and compare the results with the array current by extracting the field emission characterization parameters of the emitters.

INTRODUCTION
In field electron emission theory, Murphy-Good analysis
plots;  is a methodology to present the current-voltage 
characteristics of field electron emission experiments 
in a very-nearly straight-line curve [1]. This allows to 
easily test and analyze the obtained results using the well-
-known field emission orthodoxy test and to extract the 
characterization parameters of the corresponding used 
emitter in the case the tested data passed the orthodoxy 
test. Using the slope and the exponent of the 
vertical axis intercepts of a Murphy-Good plot, several 
characterization parameters can be extracted for the used 
emitter such as: the formal emission area from a Schottky-
Nordheim barrier Af

SN, the characteristic voltage conversion 
length zC  and the characteristic field enhancement factor 
gC [2]. 

In this study, n-type Si cathodes were manufactured 
as described in [3] with the exception that other types of 
silicon were used. (<111>, f = 4.67 eV and <100>, f = 4.82 eV [4]) .
Field emission analysis webtool [2] is used in this work 
to  easily apply the orthodoxy test and to extract  the
corresponding characterization parameters if the practical  
data pass the test as described in [1].

PROCEDURE AND RESULTS
The resulting electron source is mounted in a diode-
configuration  field emission setup and operated under a
vacuum level of ~10-7 Pa. Each tip is connected to 1 MΩ
resistance and a grounded picoamperemeter. The grid is
connected to a DC power source and a grounded
picoamperemeter. The cathode current was measured
for each tip individually in addition to the grid
current.

Figure 1-a presents the resulted current-voltage
characteristics for each tip in comparison with the total
cathode and grid currents of the <100> electron source
where the vertical red line describes the maximum voltage
value before the noisy behavior started to appear.
Figure 1-b shows the obtained results from the <111>
electron source. Figure 1-c shows the Murphy-Good
plot for the <100> electron source results and figure 1-d
shows the Murphy-Good plot for the <111>  electron
source results. Table 1 presents the extracted values
for the characterization parameters of the used
emitters as obtained from the webtool for the
tips that passed or have an inconclusive result of the
orthodoxy test only.

As a first approximation, the ratio e between the collected
(grid) current and the emitted (cathode) current to study
the collection-efficiency for the system. The results
are shown in the inset of figure 2-a for the <100> electron
source and in the inset of figure 2-b for the <111>
electron source. The red line indicates where the
collected current is equal to the emitted current (e=1).

DISCUSSION
The gC values have been calculated using Forbes method [1] 
where it is defined as the ratio between the cathode-anode 
macroscopic distance, 5 µm in this case, and the extracted 
value for zC that can be found in table 1 for each case. This 
explains the low values for gC. The values of Af

SN describe the 

the area that can be extracted from any type of the field emission 
analysis plots but not the real geometrical area, which still cannot 
be calculated accurately from any type of the analysis plots. Af

SN

can be used to describe the status of the emitter shape as a first 
approximation.

Figure 1. The obtained results from the n-type Si electron sources (a) <100> current-voltage characteristics, (b) <111> current-voltage 
characteristics, (c) <100> Murphy-Good plot and (d) <111> Murphy-Good plot. The inset figures describe the ration between the grid
current and the cathode total current.
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The extracted results show very small values for the 
characterization parameters for the case of the <111> 
sample in comparison with the obtained results from the 
tips of the <100> sample. As can be seen from table 1, 
lower values of zC and Af

SN can be relaed to the noisy 
behaviour and the need for higher voltage values 
for the field emission process to start.

The insets of figures 1-a and 1-b shows that in the case of 
the <100> smaples, the grid current was higher than the 
cathode total current,  which can be explained by the 
existence of high number of secondary and back scattered 
electrons . Note that these have poorly existed in the case of 
the <111> samples.

CONCLUSIONS
For both samples, not all the cathodes are operating properly. 
The expected reason for such behavior can be found in the 
values of the field enhancement factor described by  table 1.  The 
emission behavior of the emitters is strongly affected due to  the 
variation of the radius and height of individual tips.
Also, the presence of the safety resistance can affect 
the emission process by limiting the current feed 
from the power source for the parallel individual tips.
In conclusion, the <100> samples showed more suitable behavior 
as an electron source comparing to the <111> samples since
they provided more suitable current-voltage characteristics 
that is confirmed also by the presented values of parameters
obtained during the characterization.

Table 1. Extraction results.

In this study, the tested voltage range for the <111> sample is 
700-900 V while it is 810-950 V for the <100> sample. The 
current-voltage characteristics shows nearly exact behavior
for the grid and the total cathode currents in both cases, 
and not all the samples areoperating properly. 
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1. Miniaturization
2. Shifting operating

wavelength to the
millimeter and
submillimeter
(THz) bands

Commonly used technologies for microfabrication 
of such miniature structures are: 

• Photolithography;

• Deep reactive ion etching;

• Electrical discharge micromachining;

• Additive manufacturing (3-D printing,
selective laser sintering, selective laser melting);

• Laser ablation

Two samples of copper coatings were deposited onto glass slides by 
NexDep magnetron sputtering unit (Angstrom Engineering, 
Canada) with oil-free pumping and 99.997% pure 76 mm oxygen 
free copper target (Girmet, Russia). To improve the adhesion of the 
copper films, we used an adhesion sublayer in the form of titanium 
film with around 30 nm of thickness. The base pressure in the 
working chamber did not exceed 2×10-5 Torr, with deposition 
pressure regulated at 5×10-3 Torr. Deposition time was 60 minutes 
for all samples, yielding in copper films thickness in the range of 5 
m as measured by means of scanning electron microscopy (SEM,
Mira II microscope, Tescan, Czech Republic) and stylus profilometry 
(Dektak 150, Veeco, USA). As the next step, one of the samples was 
coated with aluminum by magnetron sputtering also. The other 
sample was coated with titanium in the same way. The thickness of 
the aluminum layer and the titanium layer was in the range of 140-
150 nm.  

Introduction 

Trends in Vacuum 
Electron Devices 

Development: 

Laser Micromachining 

Planar Microstrip Slow 
Wave on 
dielectric

Planar Microstrip Slow 
Wave Structures (SWS) on 
dielectric substrates: 

•high slow-wave factor,
• low-voltage operation,
•device size reduction ,
•high-current and

high-aspect-ratio
sheet electron beam
adoption capabilities

Meander-line SWS Ring Bar SWS 

And  other designs… 

In our previous works, we reported 
successful fabrication of 
band microstrip planar SWSs using 
laser ablation with nanosecond pulse 
duration:
•

•

•

013204

In our previous works, we reported 
successful fabrication of millimeter-
band microstrip planar SWSs using 
laser ablation with nanosecond pulse 
duration: 
•N. M. Ryskin et al., IEEE EDL (2018), 39 (5) 757–760
•R. A. Torgashov et al., Tech. Phys. (2020) 65 (4) 660–665
•N. M. Ryskin et al., J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B (2021) 39 (1)
013204 

SWS samples fabricated by nanosecond 
laser ablation suffer from surface 

distortions and debris on the borders of 
the ablated zone 

Increasing the surface roughness of the 
fabricated structures whereas the surface 
roughness is one of the major parameters 
determining the transmission losses of the 

SWSs, especially in the millimeter band 

Problem: Consequence: 

We suggest covering the surface of the copper film by a thin metal (aluminum or titanium) 
film prior to the laser patterning.  

These metal coverages can prevent formation of defects during the laser irradiation in two 
different ways.  

The sacrificial aluminum coating can be 
chemically removed from the target 
structure together with debris and 
surface distortions

The sacrificial aluminum coating can be 
chemically removed from the target 
structure together with debris and 
surface distortions 

The titan coating prevents sticking and 
bonding of the debris with the 
functional copper surface after the laser 
pattering due to different melting 
temperatures of copper and titanium

The titan coating prevents sticking and 
bonding of the debris with the 
functional copper surface after the laser 
pattering due to different melting 
temperatures of copper and titanium 

To test the proposed approaches several preliminary experiments were 
carried out. Glass slides of 1.0 mm thick were used as substrates.  

The prepared samples were micromachined by nanosecond 
laser ablation. We used precision CNC laser machine equipped 
with 1064-nm pulsed YAG:Nd fiber laser and galvanometric 
2D scanning heads (Cambridge Technology, USA). The pulse 
duration was 8 ns, pulse repetition rate was 100 kHz, pulse 
power was 60 W, scanning velocity was 400 mm/s. A single 
line was used as a pattern for micromachining.  

After laser micromachining the sample with aluminum coating has been chemically treated 
with alkali in order to remove from the target structure together with debris and surface 
distortions. The obtained results are shown in Fig. 1.  

Fig. 1 SEM image of the copper thin-film surface after laser micromachining with nanosecond 
pulses. The copper thin-film surface was precoated by an aluminum layer and after laser 

micromachining, the sacrificial aluminum layer was chemically removed with the help of alkali. 
Symbol «1» denotes areas where the process of debris removal begins, symbol «2» denotes 

areas without debris on the borders of the ablated zone. 

Almost the same results were obtained during laser micromachining of a thin copper film 
previously coated with a titanium layer.  

Problem 
solved! 

Problem 
solved! 

Problem 
solved! 

Meander-line V-band SWS Meander-line W-band SWS Ring Bar V-band SWS 

Thus, preliminary results demonstrate successful local minimization of the debris volume, 
resulting in decreased surface roughness at the border zone of the ablation area using both 
coatings. As the next step, to increase the surface roughness uniformity, we are going to 
increase the thickness of the sacrificial aluminum layer in the first approach and replace the 
titanium with tungsten (which attains even higher melting temperature) in the second one. 
We believe that the proposed approaches are able to significantly improve the quality of 
planar electromagnetic structures microfabricated by a scalable and cost-effective 
nanosecond laser ablation process. 

Conclusion 
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ABSTRACT
Field electron emission theory and experiments include testing and analyzing the measured current-voltage characteristics using the so-called Fowler-Nordheim or 
Murphy-Good plots. Although Fowler-Nordheim plots are theoretically predicted to be slightly curved and Murphy-Good plots are predicted to be almost-exactly 
straight, still they provide the same results when applying the field-emission orthodoxy test to practical experimental data, and near results when extracting 
the emitter characterization parameters. This study is to compare the analysis results that will be obtained when applying the two methods to experimental 
data obtained from Molybdenum single field emitters, mounted in a traditional field emission microscope, and operated in high vacuum conditions (~10-6 Pa).

INTRODUCTION
In field electron emission (FE) theory, Fowler-Nordheim (FN), 
and Murphy-Good (MG) analysis plots; are methods to present 
the field emission current-voltage Im(Vm) data in a nearly linear 
form. MG plots have several advantages to be used such as: 
the absence of the correction factors in its mathematics and 
having a very-nearly straight-line curve [1]. This allows to easily 
test and analyze the obtained FE-Im(Vm) data using the field 
emission orthodoxy test and then to use each plot 
parameters to extract the characterization parameters
of the used emitter. Both types of plots can be presented
in a general form of ln(Im⁄ Vm

κ)  vs Vm
-1.

The orthodoxy test is a quantitative test that can be applied 
to both analysis plots and to any geometrical emitter shape. 
It is based on extracting a specific and important factor in 
the theory of field emission. This factor is the local scaled 
field at a characteristic point on the apex of the emitter 
tip, the characteristic scaled field fC=cS

2 f-2 FC=cS
2 f-2 zC

-1 Vm,
FC is the characteristic electrostatic field at the same 
characteristic point on the emitter tip apex, and zC [Vm/FC]
is the related characteristic voltage conversion length 
(VCL). The extracted fC values are then compared to a set 
of data that forms the orthodoxy test criteria as listed in [3]. 
The test provides three results: (1) Pass; the data 
is reasonable, (2) Fail; the data is unreasonable, 
and the extracted results are likely to be spurious and 
(3) Inconclusive; the data need more study
and analysis. If the tested data pass the orthodoxy test,
then the characterization parameters of the emitter can be
validlyextracted, mainly: the formal emission area from a
Schottky-Nordheim barrier Af

SN, and zC [2].

In this presentation, the comparison between FN and MG 
plots includes comparing the κ values, difinitions of the slope 
and vertical axis intercept,  mathematical assumptions of the
extraction process for fC, Af

SN and zC from both types 
of plots. The theory is stated in [1-3] and a comparison 
between the two plot types using a simulated 
Im(Vm) data is reported in [1]. In what follows, SFN and SMG 
are the slopes of the fitted to the curve lines for both 
types of plots, RFN and RMG are the exponents of the same fitted 
line for both types of plots, the superscript extr refers to an 
extracted value, a and b are the first and second FN 
constants, st and rt are the slope and vertical axis
intercept correction factors for a FN plot and 
η(f)=bcS

2f-1⁄2 and q(f)=acS
-4f3 are scaled parameters with 

cS is theSchottky constant, f is the local work function 
and VmR= cS

-2 f2 zC is  the reference measured voltage
that is required to pull down the top of the Schottky-
Nordheim barrier to the Fermi level.

METHODOLOGY
Molybdenum single field emission tips (f=4.45 eV) are 
prepared by the electrochemical polishing technique as 
explained in [4]. The samples are then mounted to a 
traditional field emission microscope FEM which is 
connected to a DC high voltage power source and 
operated under high vacuum level (~10-6 Pa). This value 
of vacuum is excellent for this study to be able to achieve 
both, Pass and Fail, results for the purpose of comparison. 

To obtain the FEM emission patterns, the phosphorus 
screen of the FEM is connected to a picoamperemeter. 
The Im(Vm) characteristics is obtained, tested, and are being 
analyzed using both FN and MG plots. 

The field emission analysis webtool is then used to apply 
the FE orthodoxy test to the FN and MG plots and to 
extract the corresponding characterization parameters [4].

fit fit

fit fit

RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The logarithmic scale of the obtained Im(Vm) data is presented 
in Figure 1-a in comparison to the results of a simulation 
carried for the extracted parameters of the tested samples. 
The corresponding FN and MG plots are presented in 
Figure 1-b, each of the two plots is split into two curves 
(lines) to describe the pass and fail regions for each plot type. 

Table 1 describes the theory of extraction process from both 
types of plots, and the results of applying the FE orthodoxy 
test and the extraction process as achieved from [4] are 
presented in Table 2. 

allows fast creation for the contamination layers on 
the surface of the tip [5]. In both cases, this will affect 
the emission process by changing the behavior 
of the local electrostatic field at the tip surface.

CONCLUSIONS
From  Table 1, it is clear that MG plots theory lack the 
presence of the correction factors on the contrary of FN plots 
theory. This gives the advantage for using MG 
plots in testing and analyzing FE experiments data.

Figure 1. The results obtained from a Molybdenum sample at pressure value (~10-6 Pa). (a) the logarithmic scale of the current-voltage cha-
racteristics and (b) Murphy-Good and Fowler-Nordheim analysis plots for the same data presented in part a of the figure.

Table 1. Comparison of the theoretical assumptions of the extraction process from Fowler-Norheim (FN) and Murphy-Good (MG) plots

 𝒇𝒇𝐂𝐂𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 𝐂𝐂
𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞 {𝑨𝑨𝐟𝐟

𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒}𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞

−st𝜂𝜂𝑉𝑉mR
𝑉𝑉m

ln(𝐴𝐴fSN𝜃𝜃𝑉𝑉mR
−2)

st𝜂𝜂
|𝑆𝑆FNfit | 𝑉𝑉m−1

|𝑆𝑆FNfit |
st 𝑏𝑏𝜙𝜙3 2⁄

𝑅𝑅FNfit  (𝑆𝑆FNfit )
2

rtst2 𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏2𝜙𝜙2


−𝜂𝜂𝑉𝑉mR
𝑉𝑉m

ln(𝐴𝐴fSN𝜃𝜃 exp(𝜂𝜂)𝑉𝑉mR
−𝜅𝜅)

𝜂𝜂
|𝑆𝑆MG

fit | 𝑉𝑉m−1 
|𝑆𝑆MG

fit |
𝑏𝑏𝜙𝜙3 2⁄  

𝑅𝑅MG
fit  |𝑆𝑆MG

fit |𝜅𝜅

exp{𝜂𝜂} 𝜂𝜂𝜅𝜅−2 𝑎𝑎𝑏𝑏2𝜙𝜙2

𝑺𝑺𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟𝐟 𝒇𝒇𝐂𝐂𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐟𝐟𝐞𝐞
𝐂𝐂

  𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐟𝐟𝐞𝐞 {𝑨𝑨𝐟𝐟
𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒}𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐞𝐟𝐟𝐞𝐞

 Table 2. Orthodoxy test and extraction results from the curves of 
Figure 1-b.
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Af
SN, and zC have been extracted only for the curves that 

pass the FE orthodoxy test. For this, these parameters 
have been found only for L1 and L3 in Figure 1-b. The 
curves L2 and L4 have failed the FE orthodoxy test. So, no 
further discussion for their results will be carried on since 
the obtained information will be invalid to consider.

The reason behind the kinked behavior of the plots is 
believed to be either to the slightly change in the emission
surface geometry or its chemical composition because of 
the high gas ions bombardment to the surface or even its 
reaction with the residual gases during the experiment; since 
the experiment is not set in ultra high vacuum level which 

The shape and the ability to use MG plots is related to 
the knowledge of the nearly exact value of the local work 
function value for the used emitter, since the power 
κ is a function of f for the case of this type of plots. this 
applies to the extraction process from both types of plots also.

From Table 2, the performance of the two types of plots 
is nearly the same, the extracted fC values are exactly 
extracted equal from the FN and MG plots. This means 
that both types of plots provide precise and exact 
FE orthodox test results. 

The values of zC are also nearly the same, the slight difference 
between the two values is related to the presence of the slope 
correction factor st in the theoretical slope of FN plot.

In contrast, there are large difference in the extracted 
values of Af

SN between the two types of plots.  This difference 
is related to the presence of st in addition the vertical 
axis intercept correction factor rt in the theory of extraction 
this parameter from FN plots. Again, this leads to the 
fact that using MG plots is more advised specially 
in the case of extracting the formal emission area.  

(a) (b)

SN
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USING THE PARAMETER "FORMAL AREA EFFICIENCY" (af
SN)

TO ANALYZE CURRENT-VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS
ON LARGE AREA FIELD ELECTRON EMITTERS

SUMMARY
An effective methodology is indicated for using the parameter "formal area efficiency" to analyze field electron
emission (FE) current-voltage measurements taken from large area field electron emitters (LAFEs). As part of this,
difficulties with existing literature methods are systematically indicated.

3. DIFFICULTIES RELATED TO CURRENT-VOLTAGE DATA-ANALYSIS

(7) Often in FE literature, when making a Fowler-Nordhiim plot, experimental
current-voltage data is "pre-converted" to give JM as a function of the
(apparent) macroscopic field FM

app. This procedure is dangerous, because for
non-ideal systems the conversion of Vm to FM

app can be defective [8], and the
outcome may be spurious values of characterization parameters. Best practice
is to make data-analysis plots using the raw experimental Im(Vm) data.

(8) Murphy-Good FE theory predicts that a FN plot should be very slightly
curved. Thus, for the last 60 years or so, FE experimentalists have been
analyzing data by fitting a straight line to data points that theoretically lie on a
curve (and are well away from the vertical axis at 1/X=0). The slope of the
fitted line and (far less frequently) the intercept are then used to provide
characterization parameters. Different approximations have been used for vF in
(2), and several technically different methods have been used to extract "area"
values. As a result, the reliability of area extraction is poor, even for ideal FE
systems; [9] implies that uncertainty by 50% might be plausible. This is
unfortunate, because recent developments in FE theory [10] suggest important
information about theory is contained in the parameter "formal area".

Recently [11], a new data-plot form, the so-called Murphy-Good (MG) plot,
has been proposed. This is predicted to be "very nearly straight". Simulations
suggest that values of Af

SN can be self-consistently extracted to a precision of a
few percent. It is suggested that use of MG plots should replace use of FN
plots. Values of af

SN can then be found as Af
SN/AM.

(9) As noted above, analysis using FN or MG plots yields valid characterization
parameters only if the FE system is ideal. Best practice would be to always
apply the orthodoxy test before publishing results or using published data. This
test also works with MG plots. With non-orthodox systems it is sometimes
possible to estimate FEF values by phenomenological adjustment [12].

EMISSION-THEORY-RELATED DIFFICULTIES (cont.)

(4) Real emiters are usually post or needle shaped. By making the planar
transmission approximation, and integrating over the emitter surface, we
can write an equation for the EMG-theory emission current Ie

EMG in the form

Ie
EMG = l An

SN Jka
SN º Af

SN Jka
SN , (4)

where Jka
SN is the apex value of JkL

SN, and the notional emission area An
SN

is defined via (4). The formal emission area Af
SN is then formally obtained as

Af
SN º l An

SN. The "area" derived from a FN or related plot is formal emission
area, and the value obtained depends on the assumed tunnelling barrier form.

(5) The EMG-theory macroscopic emission current density (or "LAFE-
average" ECD) JM

EMG is obtained from Ie
EMG by dividing by the LAFE

macroscopic area (or "footprint") AM, to yield:

JM
EMG = Ie

EMG/AM = (Af
SN/AM)Jka

SN º af
SN Jka

SN , (5)

where the formal area efficiency af
SN [º (Af

SN/AM)] is defined via (5).

Technological FE literature often fails to distinguish between local and
macroscopic current density, and equations for "current density" often omit any
parameter representing area efficiency. This often leads to large apparent
discepancies (by a factor of 105 or more) between theory and experiment.

Terms relating to "current density" need careful definition, and the factor af
SN

needs to be included in equations for macroscopic current density. With ideal
systems, the value of af

SN needs to be extracted, due to its technological
importance. (A LAFE where 10–5 of the footprint area AM is emitting is likely to
be a better emitter than one where only 10–9 of AM is emitting.)

1. INTRODUCTION

The last twenty years have seen much interest in materials for large-area field
electron sources (LAFEs), which have many potential uses. In LAFE
technological literature, measured current-voltage data have often been
interpreted using the elementary field electron emission (FE) equation for
local emission current density (LECD) JL. This equation, introduced about
20 years ago, is a partly corrected and simplified version of the (defective) FE
equation developed by Fowler and Nordheim (FN) in 1928 and can be written

JL
el = af–1(gFM)2 exp[–bf3/2/gFM] , (1)

where a and b are the FN constants [1], f is the relevant local work function,
FM is (the magnitude of) an applied macroscopic field, and g is the related local
field enhancement factor (FEF) (often denoted by b in the literature).

I have previouly noted several difficulties with using this equation for data
interpretation. This Poster brings these comments together, and also shows
that (for ideal emitters) it could be useful to characterize LAFEs by using both
an apex FEF and a parameter (af

SN) called here the "formal area efficiency
for the Schottky-Nordheim (SN) barrier". af

SN is a measure of what
fraction of the LAFE is actually emitting electrons, and could be useful in R&D.
Difficulties with the literature and using (1), and remedies, are noted below.

A necessary initial question is whether a given FE system (emitter plus
measurement circuit) is ideal. In operation, an ideal FE system does not
change physically with time or current level, and the measured current-voltage
[Im(Vm)] characteristics are determined by emission theory and the system
geometry alone. Due to the possibility of "complications", many real systems
are not ideal. Applying standard data-analysis techniques (such as FN plots) to
non-ideal systems is likely to generate spurious results.

There now exists an orthodoxy test [2] that can be used to determine
whether an experimental system can be treated as ideal. However, even with
ideal systems, difficulties exist both with the data-analysis methods used in the
literature, and with the provision of accurate theoretical information.

Nearly all FE [Im(Vm)] data analysis uses an underlying Sommerfeld-type
physical model introduced in the early 20th Century. This disregards atoms and
atomic-level wave-functions, and assumes the emitter can be treated as having
a smooth planar surface of large lateral extent. Use of this model has been
called smooth planar metal-like emitter (SPME) methodology. FE theory
is now well beyond this, but a 21st-Century version of SPME methodology (used
here) still seems a good basis for experimental [Im(Vm)] data analysis.

2. DIFFICULTIES RELATED TO EMISSION THEORY

(1) It is common practice to cite the original 1928 FN paper [3] as the source
of (1). By itself, this paper is not a helpful citation for non-experts, because it
contains many technical errors [1] and is out of date. The discrepancy between
theoretical equation (22) in [2] and experiment is typically around 1015 to 1020.
It is unhelpful to non-experts that this discrepancy is usually not mentioned
when the paper is cited (over 7000 times, so far). The related numerical error
was corrected in 1929 in [4]. The actual sources of eq. (1) are two much later
papers, in 1999 [5] and in 2004 [6]. There are many descriptions of modern
("21st Century") FE theory that could be used to supplement [2].

(2) Eq. (1) takes the tunneling barrier as exactly triangular. It is better physics
[7] to assume the Schottky-Nordheim (SN) ("planar image-rounded") barrier
used in Murphy-Good (MG) (1956) FE theory (see [7]). This causes correction
factors, here written vF and tF

–2, to appear in the LECD equation, which I write

JL
MG = tF

–2JkL
SN º tF

–2af–1(gFM)2 exp[–vFbf3/2/ gFM , (2)

where the kernel current density for the SN barrier, JkL
SN, is given via (2).

Paper [7] shows that JkL
SN is greater than JL

el by typically 100´ to 500´. When
research is funded to develop high-current-density emitters, there is no merit
in using an equation that under-predicts current densities by a large factor.

(3) Equations (1) and (2) both disregard the influence that atomic
wavefunctions have on transmission probabilities. The size of this effect is not
well known, so I now replace tF

–2 by a knowledge uncertainty factor l and
call the result the Extended Murphy-Good (EMG) FE equation for LECD:

JL
EMG = l JkL

SN . (3)

My current best guess is that l varies with field, with 0.005< l <14 .
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A TUTORIAL COMMENTARY ON THE SCHOTTKY CONSTANT

SUMMARY
The Schottky constant plays a central role in modern theories of field electron emission, thermal electron emission,
and ionic field evaporation, particularly since the 1970s reforms in the international system of measurement, but it is
not widely recognised as a useful universal constant. This Poster provides a brief "tutorial" introduction to the
Schottky constant, primarily for those not familiar with it. It provides a definition, and proof of relevant equations. It
indicates the main contexts in which the Schottky constant is used, and demonstrates that the Schottky constant is a
"property of the world" that is represented by technically different physical quantities in different equation systems.

4. SOME COMMON APPLICATIONS OF THE SCHOTTKY CONSTANT

(a) Classical Schottky emission. The classical Richardson-Schottky
equation for emission current density J is conveniently written

J = A0T2 exp[cF1/2/kBT] exp[–f/kBT] , (12)

where T is thermodynamic temperature, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and A0
is the universal theoretical Richardson constant.

(b) Murphy-Good (MG) FE theory. MG's 1956 FE theory corrected errors in
the original 1928 treatment of Fowler and Nordheim. A modern version [6] of
MG theory uses a parameter f, the so-called scaled field for a SN barrier of
zero-field height f, defined by

f = F/F0
SN(f) = c2f–2F . (13)

Older versions of MG FE theory used the Nordheim parameter y, given by

y = +√f = cf–1F1/2 . (14)

Nowadays, use of f, rather than y, is normally to be preferred [7], particularly
when discussing current-voltage characteristics. (Thus, in MG theory, it is best
to express the correction factor "vF" in the exponent as a function of f.)

(c) Positive-ion field-evaporation theory, as used in field ion microcopy
and atom probe microscopy [7]. A parameter of some interest is the so-called
zero-barrier escape field Fn

e at which the activation energy for an ion of
charge ne to escape from the surface becomes zero. The so-called basic
thermodynamic formula [8] (previously called the "image-hump formula") is
an approximation, analogous to (9), in which the escape field is given by

Fn
e ≈ n–3c–2Kn

2 , (15)

where Kn is the activation energy needed for local ion escape when the field is
zero. Kn is a parameter analogous to the zero-field barrer height H.

In existing literature, c is often replaced by its definition (8). Or a 1960s-
style (now dimensionally inconsistent) formula is used in which c is replaced by
a pure number. Formulae are neater (and in the latter case are more correctly
formulated) when the universal constant c is used, with the Schottky constant
c defined separately or with an appropriate citation given to its definition.

3. GENERALIZATION TO OTHER BARRIER FORMS

The algebraic results just discussed refer specifically to the SN barrier.
However, physically analogous effects occur with any barrier of the
mathematical form:

M(z) = H – AFz – B/z , (11)

where A and C are physical constants, and with any barrier of geometrically
similar form. It seems reasonable to let the terms "Schottky reduction" and
"the Schottky effect" also apply to these physically analogous effects, but to
restrict the name "Schottky constant" to the parameter c as just defined for the
SN barrier. However, for barriers of form (11) there will be, in each case, a
formula similar to (7), with a specific barrier reduction constant equal to a
constant times c. An example is eq. (15); here the multiplying constant is n3/2.

1. INTRODUCTION

Electrons are held into materials by a surface barrier, attributed in simple
models to image attraction between the electron and the surface. Applying a
classical electrostatic field of appropriate polarity lowers this barrier, and can
reduce it to zero if the field magnitude F is large enough.

Image effects in conducting spheres, and the resulting existence of a field-
lowered barrier, were discussed by Kelvin in 1849 and by Maxwell in 1891. In
1903, when discussing [1, p. 386] observed spark discharges [2] between
closely spaced planar surfaces, J. J. Thomson suggested the cause of sparking
might be electron emission due to barrier lowering. However, relevant planar-
geometry equations were first clearly formulated by Schottky in 1914 [3].
Hence the barrier-lowering effect is known as the Schottky effect.

Schottky's original treatment used "electric potentials", and the Gaussian
equation system. Modern treatments discuss the component of electron total
energy in the direction (z) normal to the material surface, and use the modern
International System of Quantities (ISQ) [4], which puts the vacuum
electric permittivity e0 in Coulomb's Law. For a good conductor, such as a
metal, the energy barrier is described by an energy-like quantity (the so-called
electron motive energy) MSN(z) given (for a classical planar surface) by

MSN(z) = H – eFz – e2/16pe0z. (1)

where H is the barrier's zero-field height, and e is the elementary positive
charge. This barrier is often called the Schottky-Nordheim (SN) barrier.

5. THE SCHOTTKY CONSTANT IN OTHER EQUATION SYSTEMS

Equation (8) is an ISQ-system equation, and the mathematical quantities it
contains are defined within this system. It can be generalized to become a
statement about physical properties of the world, written:

Schottky-reduction = Schottky-constant ´ (Field-quantity)1/2 (16)

Table 1 compares the forms this relationship takes in the ISQ, Gaussian and
Hartree equation systems, all of which have been used in FE. The subscripts
"ISQ", "s", and "H" label quantities belonging to these systems, respectively.

An intention of the 1970s reforms in the international system of measurement,
made by international and national standards authorities ultimately on behalf of
Governments, was that the ISQ should become the primary equation system
for scientific communication. In FE literature, this 50-year old imperative is
mostly implemented, but not yet completely (partly due to the re-printing of
pre-reform textbooks without formula updating, and to slow adoption of the
ISQ in Russian-language FE literature).
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2. SCHOTTKY REDUCTION AND THE SCHOTTKY CONSTANT

In the presence of a barrier-reducing field, the maximum height Mmax of a SN
barrier is less than its zero-field height H by an energy DS derived as follows.
The condition for the barrier maximum is

dMSN/dz  =  – eF + e2/16pe0z2  =  0 , (2)

or eFz =  e2/16pe0z , (3)

or z  =  (e/16pe0)1/2 F–1/2 . (4)

Hence, from (1) & (3): Mmax = H  – 2eFz . (5)

Hence: DS  =  H – Mmax =  2eFz . (6)

Hence, using (4): DS = c F1/2 , (7)

where c  º (e3/4pe0)1/2 . (8)

The energy DS is called the Schottky reduction (or Schottky lowering). For
SN barriers, DS depends only on the applied field and is proportional to F1/2.
The coefficient of proportionality c (sometimes written cS) is an universal
constant defined as above and now often called the Schottky constant. In the
"customary units" often used in field emission, c has the value

c @ 1.199985 eV (V/nm)–1/2 @ 3.794686´10–5 eV (V/m)–1/2 . (9)

For those unfamiliar with it, this derivation can seem unexpectedly "tricky".

The numerical value of c was first given (but in cm-based units) in eq. (6) of
Schottky's 1914 paper [3], but the name "Schottky constant" is much more
recent, and is still not widely recognised.

The so-called zero-barrier field (for the SN barrier) F0
SN(H), which is the

field needed to reduce a SN barrier of zero-field height H to zero (i.e., to
reduce Mmax to zero), is found by setting DS = H in eq. (7). This yields

F0
SN(H)  =  c–2H2   @ (0.6944615 V/nm) (H/eV)2 . (10)

The numerical value of c–2 (for fields in V/cm) was first given by Schottky in his
1923 paper [5] [see Table 1, on p. 83 – the value in his eq. (5) is incorrect],
where he unsuccessfully tried to explain field electron emission (FE) as an
effect occurring at field F0

SN(f), where f is the relevant local work function.
Equation system Schottky-constant Reduction expression

ISQ (eISQ
3/4pe0)1/2 (eISQ

3/4pe0)1/2 FISQ
1/2

Gaussian es
3/2 es

3/2Fs
1/2

Hartree 1 FH
1/2
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CORRECTION OF CONCEPTUAL ERROR IN FEYNMAN’S TEXTBOOK
TREATMENT OF POINTED-CONDUCTOR ELECTROSTATICS

SUMMARY
In the well-known textbook based on his Lectures, Feynman develops a theoretical "two-sphere" model and formula
that aim to provide a basic explanation of why the electrostatic field is significantly higher above a sharp point
protruding from a bulk electrical conductor. However, in the limit of infinite radius for the larger sphere, the Feynman
formula for field enhancement factor (FEF) does not go to the correct limit as known from recent field emitter
electrostatics. The conceptual oversight in Feynman's argument is that he has failed to take into account that the
charges on one sphere will influence the electrostatic potential at the surface of the other sphere. When the two-
sphere situation is analyzed correctly, the usual approximate formula "FEF ~ (height/apex-radius)" is obtained. This
re-analysis supports the view that this formula is a general formula of approximate electrostatics (in the absence of
current flow) and deserves to be known more widely.

4. DISCUSSION

Result (3) is better written as h/ra, where ra is the apex radius of the post, or
in the more specific form

g = a h/ra , (4)

where a is an adjustment factor related to the post shape (or, more generally,
to the protrusion and substrate shapes). It is best to determine values and
functional dependences for a numerically (e.g., [8]). (For the HCP model, it is
found that a ~ 0.7.)

The conducting-post formula derivation given here is slightly more general than
that usually given in field emission contexts, and helps to establish that this
formula is a general approximate result of electrostatics, for a system in static
electrical equilibrium (i.e., in the absence of current flow).

The conducting-post formula and the general result (4) deserve to be better
known in the wider physics community than they currently seem to be, not
least because they help to explain the physics of many poorly understood
situations involving the Earth's electrostatic field [9]. Amongst others, these
situations include lightning rods (where there seems to be limited appreciation
that both rod height and apex radius are important), and the electrostatics of
trees and mountains.

3. AN ALTERNATIVE TWO-SPHERE APPROACH:  IMPLEMENTATION

A preliminary investigation shows that the characteristic points are best taken
on the line joining the sphere centres and that – providing the sphere surfaces
are well separated – a lowest-order treatment needs to consider only point
charges at the sphere centres. The characteristic points are taken at the
"apexes" of the spheres. Using k to denote 1/4pe0, the condition for equality of
electrostatic potentials at the characteristic points is

!"
($ + &) −

!"
$ + )"* − )"

(& − *) = ,

where h is the distance between the sphere apexes. (2)

The approximations a>>h and h>>b yield q/Q ≈ hb/a2, and then yield

g = (qk/b2)/(Qk/a2)  = (q/Q)(a2/b2) ≈  (hb/a2)(a2/b2)  =  h/b , (3)

which obviously is the usual FSEPP-model formula. This is sometimes known as 
the conducting-post formula.

Feynman's argument has failed to take into account that the charges on one
sphere will influence the electrostatic potential at the surface of the other
sphere. Feynman's approach would apply if h>>a, but this condition does not
provide a good model for a pointed conductor. One can debate whether the
error was to choose a poor model or to apply electrostatics inappropriately.

1. INTRODUCTION

When a conductor is electrically charged, then the electrostatic field is highest
in magnitude over the sharpest parts of the conductor. However, leaving aside
material developed about field enhancement in field emission in recent years, it
is difficult to find a simple physical explanation of this sharp-point effect in the
general physics literature. Slightly complicated explanations have been given
by Robin [1] and Starling [2], (and a modified version of Robin's approach is
used in atom-probe-microscopy field-evaporation simulations [3]), but these
explanations do not yield simple formulae.

By using a large sphere (A) of radius a and a small sphere (B) of radius b to 
represent a pointed conductor, Feynman [4, Vol. II, p. 6.13] gives a simple 
treatment, as follows. If these spheres carry charges of Q and q respectively, 
then the electrostatic potentials at the sphere surfaces will be Q/4pe0a and  
q/4pe0b respectively. If the spheres are electrically connected (say by a thin 
wire), then the two surface potentials will be equal, and hence q/Q = b/a.
Hence, the ratio FB/FA of the electrostatic fields at the sphere surfaces (and 
thus the field enhancement factor g ) is

g º FB/FA =  (q/4pe0b2)/(Q/4pe0a2) =  (q/Q)(a2/b2) =  a/b . (1)

Feynman then argues that the small sphere can represent the tip of a pointed
conductor and the large sphere can represent the conductor body and that
formula (1) shows that the field will be higher above the "point".]

This approach is superficially persuasive, but is clearly not physically correct.
Consider the well known (in field emission) case of a cylindrical post with a
hemispherical apex, standing on a flat plane of large lateral extent. In the limit
that a becomes very large, formula (1) tends to the result g=∞, rather than to
the correct result (e.g. [5]) that g ~ h/b, where h is the post height.

Thus, there is clearly some sort of conceptual discrepancy. That Feynman's
argument is unsound has previously been noted by Fricker [6], who proposed
instead a system involving touching spheres of progressively descreasing radii.
However, this is a cumbersome system to analyze.

APPENDIX: THE DEFINITION OF FERMI LEVEL

The Fermi level is defined here as the value EF of the electron total energy E
at which the Fermi-Dirac distribution function has the exact value ½. If an
electron state exists at the Fermi level, and system is in local thermodynamic
equilibrium, then the occupation probability of this state would be exactly ½.
Particularly when different systems are interacting, the Fermi level must be
measured relative to a common reference level. Often the Fermi level of the
local laboratory "Earth" (or "Ground") is a convenient reference level. When two
systems are in static electrical equilibrium, their Fermi levels (measured
relative to a common external level) will be equal.
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2. AN ALTERNATIVE TWO-SPHERE APPROACH:  PRINCIPLES

A better approach is to apply to Feynman's two-sphere system a method
analogous to the "Floating Sphere at Emitter Plane Potential (FSEPP)" model
used to discuss field enhancement in field emission contexts (e.g., [7]). The
physical thinking and procedure behind applying this approach to the two-
sphere system is as follows.

(1) The theory of electricity in metallic conductors (and related conducting
materials) is the theory of the physics and chemistry of electron behaviour in
these materials.

(2) The fundamental principle that lies behind metal-conductor electrostatics
(in the absence of current flow) is that the conductor must be in static
electrical equilibrium. At the electron level, this requires that the Fermi level
(as defined by statistical mechanics – see Appendix) be the same everywhere.
With a classical-conductor model that takes the local work function to be the
same everywhere on the surfaces of the conductors involved, this means that
the electrostatic potentials immediately outside the sphere surfaces must be
the same everywhere on each sphere and the same for both spheres.

(3) In the two-sphere case, two characteristic points are selected, one on each
sphere, and an arrangement of point charges and (if necesssary) point dipoles,
and their values, is chosen such that the electrostatic potentials at the two
characteristic points become equal.

(4) The ratio of electrostatic fields at the two characteristic points is then
calculated using this charge distribution.
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Features of the field enhancement factor on blade-type emitters

Conclusion
We analyzed the apex FEF difference between blade emitters and their post counterpart. This

difference is not larger than 50%, which can be compensated by increasing the applied field to yield the
same current. As advantages, the blades are expected to have lower electrical resistance, mechanical
firmness and the profile of the edge can be designed to uniformize the field distribution. Obtained
results can be useful for technological production of large area field emitters as well as single tip
emitters.
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Introduction
Blade-type field emitters (BFE) are an interesting class of cathodes for applications as electron sources equivalent to their needle-like counterparts. BFEs find

applications in time-of-flight mass spectrometers [1] and sources of terahertz radiation [2]. As examples, there are vertically oriented graphene sheets and reduced
graphene oxide used in vacuum microelectronics [3, 4]. Blade-like emitters are sturdier, have better electrical conductance, and large emitting surface compared to
needle-like emitters. On the other hand, it has a lower field enhancement factor (FEF) due to self-screening effect. Nevertheless, the lower FEF is not so severe that
can be compensated by increasing the applied voltage to yield the same current.

Present study aims, first foremost, to analyze BFE under many different geometries to predict their emission properties. These predictions remain open for almost
all types of BFEs. Secondly, we maximize the tradeoff between the BFE’s good properties and their lower FEF. Using the Finite Element Method, we calculated the
electric field distribution at the top edge of the three BFEs, for which the needle counterpart we know: Hemisphere-on-Cylindrical-Post (HCP), HemiSphere-
on-Orthogonal Cone (hSoC), semi-Ellipsoidal tip (Elli) (see Fig. 1 a-c). Elsewhere, we have shown that the apex FEFs of ellipsoidal, paraboloidal and
hyperboloidal (with half-angle 5º) tips are very similar, so we omitted paraboloidal and hyperboloidal shapes here [5]. In this work, we mapped the
maximum FEF (characteristic FEF) γC as a function of the geometrical parameters. In addition, we calculated the current-voltage characteristics to infer the
optimal area efficacy.

Simulation  Details
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Fig. 1. Geometry of simulated blade-type emitters: (a) show
HCP, hSoC and Elli blades with rapex=50 nm, fapex=30, l/rapex=50.
In (d) there is the simulation domain showing the interior of the
emitter removed.

Fig.2. Field enhancement profile along (left) and across (right) the edge for HCP, hSoC, and Elli BFEs (fapex=1001, 
l/rapex=12.5]).

We used COMSOL v5.3 to solve the
Laplace equation numerically. Symmetry
allows us to simulate only one quadrant of
the emitter in a simulation domain that
respects the Minimum Domain Size
criterion [6]. The emitter was considered as
an ideal conductor with no electric field
penetration; consequently, the internal part
of the emitter was removed from the
simulation domain. Fig. 1d shows the first
quadrant of the simulation domain, with the
hollow emitter snapped to the corner.

Fig.3. The γCl (fapex=1001 and l ϵ[0.02;10 μm]). Solid 
symbols correspond to characteristic FEF of needle-like 
emitter with the same geometric parameters.

The blades have height h, radius of curvature at the
apex rapex, and length l. The length is defined as the
interspace between the corners plus 2rapex. The hSoC blade
has an additional parameter θ, which defines the half-
angle of the vertex (here θ=10º). In order to compare the
field enhancement for different shapes of emitters, the
apex aspect ratio fapex=h/rapex is used instead of the usual
aspect ratio f=h/Rbase, where Rbase is the radius of the base.
All dimensions in our system are relative to rapex. So, rapex

is a scale parameter and can be arbitrarily set to unity.
However, to evaluate the notional area of emission we did
rapex=50nm. The FEF does not depend on the scale, but
the current and the notional area is proportional to rapex

2.

An (nm2)
Needle Blade (flr=10)

Elli 1127 1904

hSoC 3023 3129

HCP 3735 3597

Table I: Notional area of emission from blades and needle-like emitters.

From the field distribution shown in Fig.2 we derive the
maximum current density, JkC, the total current I, and the notional area
of emission An=I/JkC. We keep I=1A throughout.

Fig.4. The FEF ‘map” for HCP blade (fapex ϵ[25;1001] and
l ϵ[0.02;10 μm]). Solid symbols correspond to
characteristic FEF of needle-like HCP emitter with the
same geometric parameters.

Field enhancement features Current density and Notional area 

The larger An should be one advantejous property that blades have
over needles. However, Table I shows An larger only for Elli emitter.
The values of An for the HCP and hSoC blades present a complicated
and counterintuitive behavior. In these cases, An begins increasing
between flr=l/rapex=2 (needle) and flr2.1 (not shown for HCP and
hSoC) then drops with increasing blade length. This is counterintuitive
and it is being thoroughly analyzed as it is an interesting phenomenon
on its own.
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Results and discussion

Comparison of the effective parameters of single-tip tungsten 
emitter using FN and MG-plots

Conclusion
A comparison of the effective parameters obtained by processing the
current-voltage characteristics in the Fowler-Nordheim and Murphy-
Good coordinates for tungsten single-tip emitters was made.
Statistical data of field enhancement factor and emission area were
obtained on the distribution of effective values obtained in real-time.
An experimental technique is proposed for determining the shape of
the tip based on the accumulation of statistical data in the coordinates
ln(Im/Jk) vs ln(f).

1Ioffe Institute, 26 ul. Politekhnicheskaya, St. Petersburg 194021, Russia
2Institute of Scientific Instruments of the Czech Academy of Sciences, Královopolská 147, 612 64 Brno, Czech Republic

Eugeni O. Popov1*, Sergey V. Filippov1**, Anatoly G. Kolosko1, Alexandr Knápek2

Introduction
The modern theory of field emission poses several problems that require experimental support. The first challenge is to discover the benefits of the recently developed Murphy-Good coordinates (MG-
plot) [1]. The result of plotting in these coordinates will be the values of field enhancement factor (FEF or ) and emission area (EA or A), which in the idealized "plane" case do not depend on the applied
voltage, that is, on the range of fields. It is important to compare the data of the plane case, 3D modeling of emitters of various shapes, as well as to obtain experimental values of the effective parameters.
The second task is to clarify the dependence of the k-power of voltage in the preexponential factor on the shape of the tip [2]. Presumably single-tip metal systems will be able to give an unambiguous
answer about the influence of the tip shape, in contrast to the plane case, on the functional dependence of the emission area on the applied voltage.
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Table 2. Comparison of the main emission parameters of single-tip tungsten emitters using the FN and MG-plot. 

As we know, the physical meaning of the emission area (EA) is   the
surface A with the same field F. Using the knowledge and the form
of the theoretical dependence of the current density on the field J(F),
it can be argued that this surface will provide the emission current I,
and the numerical value is called the notional area An: I=An(F)J(F).
In general, it is believed that the emission area serves as a formal
connection between the emission current and the theoretical current
density. This area is called formal Af. In analytical studies, it turned
out to be convenient to use a simplified form of the theoretical
current density Jk (kernel): I = AfJ = λAnJk.
In practice, one has to solve the inverse problem of finding the EA
and FEF parameters from the current-voltage characteristic. It is
assumed that the object can be described by the equation for the
current density (or, which is the same, pass the field emission test).
The found parameters will be effective, since to find them, a
dependence of several points is needed, along which a linear trend
can be built. Until now, the only method for determining the effective
parameters Aeff and γeff is actively used - the FN plot or the tangent
method with a Uk voltage degree k = 2. The method has several
modifications, it can include corrections for a range of fields. The
standard approach is to obtain effective values from the FN-plot,
which we carry out using the Spindt formula [3] or the Elinson-
Schrednik (ES) formula [4]:

Fig.3. (a) Logarithmic dependence of the notional emission area An = Im/Jk on the logarithm of the 
dimensionless field. (b) The mathematical expectation of of the slope of the graph in coordinates ln(Im/Jk) vs 
ln(f).

Here FC is the field at some characteristic point C or at the vertex (Fa -
apex). As shown in [2], for a shaped emitter, a characteristic shift of the
voltage degree appears. For example, kA ≈ 0.5 relative to plane
geometry kp: k=kp+kA for the HCP model. And it was suggested that the
emission area has a functional kA power-law dependence on the field.
Coordinates gn=An/(2πra2) vs f=F/FR, which can characterize the
functional dependence of the notional EA on the field, were proposed in
[6] for a hemisphere of radius ra on a plane. This will be verified here.
For verification, the LR method [2] and a proposed ln(gn) vs ln(fa)
dependence graph will be used. For emitters of real shape, a reliable
way to experimentally find this dependence is to use exclusively
homogeneous emitters or single emitter.

Fig.2. (a) Current-voltage characteristics of a C7 emitter and MG-plot. (b) Statistical data on effective 
parameters by MG-plot in real-time. 

𝐼 𝐴 𝜏 𝑎 𝜑 𝛼𝑈 exp 1.03𝜂 exp 0.95𝑏 𝜑 / / 𝛼𝑈 (1)
ln 𝐼/𝑈 ln 𝑅 𝑆 1/𝑈 (2)
𝑆 0.95𝑏 𝜑 / /𝛼 (3)
𝑅 𝐴 𝜏 𝑎 𝜑 exp 1.03𝜂 𝛼 (4)
𝜂 𝑏 𝜑 / /𝐹 𝑏 𝑐 𝜑 / (5)

Other degrees are also possible. As was shown in [2], these degrees
differ for HP and other formulas for field emission (moreover, all this is
in the plane case). These values   are designated k ≡ kp. It can be shown
that exact values of EA and FEF, even in the plane case, are obtained
only in two cases. If IVC is plotted in ES approximation and processed
using FN-plot. Or with F06 and processed in MG coordinates (see Table
1). In other cases, the effective values   will have a very noticeable
dependence on the range of fields (see Fig. 1).
Now let's move on to the emitter, which has the form, where the total
current Im at a voltage up to Um is generally defined as

𝐼 𝐴 𝜏 𝐽 𝐴 𝜏 𝑎 𝜑 𝛼𝑈 / 𝐹 / exp 𝜂 exp 𝑏 𝜑 / /
𝛼𝑈 (6)

ln 𝐼/𝑈 / ln 𝑅 𝑆 1/𝑈 (7)
𝑆 𝑏 𝜑 / /𝛼 (8)

𝑅 𝐴 𝜏 𝑎 𝜑 𝐹 / exp 𝜂 𝛼 / (9)

The details of the experimental setup and the real-time processing technique for emission data are
described in [7]. The vacuum level was no worse than 4ꞏ10-8 Torr.
The investigated tungsten tips were made using of electrochemical sharpening method with sodium
alkali. The initial radius of curvature of the emitter ra is 50 nm. The single-tip emitters were placed in
the experimental setup at a distance da-k between the tip of the tip and the anode. This value was used
as the dsep parameter for the FEF calculations. It is clear that the γ obtained in this way in the case of a
one-point system does not have a strict physical meaning. However, it can be easily converted to the
characteristic length ξ using the dsep parameter (see Table 2).
In contrast to work [8], we have determined the effective values of single-wire tungsten in modes
with sufficiently high emission currents. Fig. 2a shows a characteristic graph in MG coordinates and
achieved current levels up to 45 μA for sample C7. The approximation of the graph and the trend line
are plotted according to the formulas for the MG eq. (6-9).
Table 2 shows some calculated effective parameters for three emitters for a given work function 4.6
and 5.6 eV, for convenience of comparison with work [8]. All measurements were made taking into
account the satisfaction of the emission range for the field f. Comparison of the methods of
processing the IVC using the FN and MG-plot showed the influence of the shape of the tip on the
bending of the characteristic. As a result, it was found that the effective area values are slightly higher
when processed in MG-plot than FN. In the approximation of a flat (one-dimensional) case, on the
contrary, the MG coordinate method gives FEF values greater and EA less than for FN-plot.

Sample φ, eV;

f = F/FR

FN plot MG plot
γ An, nm2 γ An, nm2

C4 4.6 5002 335 4937 394

f 0.315 0.450 0.291 0.416

da-k= 1360 µm 5.6 6718 352 6670 379

Imax= 24 µA f 0.284 0.406 0.266 0.380

C7 4.6 1907 4396 1895 4701

f 0.290 0.384 0.272 0.360

da-k= 1350 µm 5.6 2562 4612 2558 4652

Imax= 45 µA f 0.261 0.346 0.247 0.328

B3 4.6 1067 213 1053 248

f 0.335 0.406 0.311 0.376

da-k= 600 µm 5.6 1433 223 1423 238

Imax= 6 µA f 0.304 0.368 0.285 0.345

When single-tip system operate, strong fluctuations of characteristics are observed. To
increase the reliability of the obtained characteristics, a statistical analysis of the parameters
was applied in real-time (Fig. 2b).
Plotting the dependence in logarithmic coordinates (Fig. 3a) showed a functional
dependence of the emission area on the field. It is clear that the true geometric FEF is
unchanged for a one-sided system. Therefore, to find fa at the apex of the tip, we used the
FEF value determined at the initial IVC segment IVC f = U γeff / (da-k FR).
Fig. 3b showed a large scatter of values in the determination of the trend line. Therefore,
real-time statistical analysis was applied, which showed stable averages of the slope <kA>. It
can be shown that this value characterizes the deviation of the preexponential voltage-
exponent from the flat case kp = 1.236 used in the MG equation [2]. The values of kA were
obtained on the order of or greater than 1, which is in good agreement with theoretical
predictions for an emitter with an ellipsoidal shape.
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where τ2 ≈ 1.1, An - notional emission area, aFN, bFN - Fowler-
Nordheim constants, cS - Schottky constant, FR=φ2cS-2 - reference
field or barrier removal field, F = αU, α=ξ-1, ξ - characteristic length

𝐼 𝐽 𝑑𝐴 ≡ 𝐴 𝐹 𝐽 𝐹 𝐴 𝐹 𝐽 𝐹 (10)

𝐼 𝐴 𝛼 𝑈 𝐽 𝛼 𝑈 𝐴 𝛼 𝑈 𝐽 𝛼 𝑈 (11)

LECD 
Equation

tF–2 vF f
AES ASN ARS AMG

FEF FEA, нм2 FEF FEA, нм2 FEF FEA, нм2 FEF FEA, нм2

MG0 (ES, 
ES)

1/1.1
0.95–
1.03f

0.15 1400 5.00E+05 1400 5.20E+05 1370 7.00E+05 1370 7.00E+05

0.45 1400 5.00E+05 1400 6.20E+05 1430 2.70E+05 1430 2.70E+05

0.3 1400 5.00E+05 1400 1.56E+07 1399 4.85E+05 1409 4.44E+05

KernelSN 
(F06)

1 F06

0.15 1440 3.50E+05 1435 3.70E+05 1400 5.00E+05 1400 5.00E+05

0.45 1365 9.00E+05 1365 1.15E+06 1400 5.00E+05 1400 5.00E+05

0.3 1390 5.66E+05 1389 1.75E+07 1390 5.46E+05 1400 5.00E+05

MG0 
(F06, F06)

F06 F06

0.15 1450 3.00E+05 1450 3.10E+05 1412 4.35E+05 1412 4.35E+05

0.45 1367 9.00E+05 1367 1.15E+06 1402 4.90E+05 1402 4.90E+05

0.3 1396 5.24E+05 1395 1.59E+07 1395 5.07E+05 1405 4.65E+05

KernelSN 
(HP) 

1 HP

0.15 1445 3.50E+05 1445 3.70E+05 1405 4.88E+05 1405 4.88E+05

0.45 1367 9.00E+05 1367 1.15E+06 1403 5.02E+05 1403 5.02E+05

0.3 1400 5.20E+05 1399 1.55E+07 1399 5.04E+05 1409 4.62E+05

MG0 (HP, 
HP)

HP HP

0.15 1455 3.00E+05 1455 3.10E+05 1416 4.30E+05 1416 4.30E+05

0.45 1370 9.00E+05 1370 1.15E+06 1404 4.95E+05 1404 4.95E+05

0.3 1395 5.56E+05 1394 1.69E+07 1394 5.38E+05 1404 4.92E+05

Fig.1. Theoretical dependences are the effective emission areas obtained by different methods. These use
different FN-type formulae, with the assumed values An=5ꞏ105 nm2, γ=1400, φ=4.6 eV and dsep=300 µm
(the insets show FEF versus inverse voltage): a) dependence of effective areas for F0606 formula; b) Aeff
for ES and F06 kernel current formulas; c) Aeff for Murphy-Good formulas at T = 900 °K.

Table 1. Effective values of the emission area depending on the method for constructing the model IVC.With the advent of the F06 approximation [5], it became possible to plot
the dependence in MG coordinates (MG-plot, τ = 1), where the degree is
k = 2-η/6:
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different types of silicon field emitter arrays
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Goal:
• Development of silicon field emitter arrays

(FEA) for applications in X-ray sources or
electron sources

Requirements:
• Long lifetimes at application dependent

currents
(ranging between 10 nA – 100 µA)

Approach:
• Highly variable FEA fabrication process,

allowing easy prototyping of different types
of FEAs

→ Current dependent performance test
for comparison and qualification

UHV setup

• Pressure regulation to 10-5 mbar
to roughly meet the conditions in
hermetically sealed housings

• Stack of FEA, isolation (MICA sheet)
and extraction anode (silicon)

• Maximum extraction voltage of
Vext ≤ 1.4 kV

[1] M. Bachmann et al., J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B,

vol. 38, no. 2, p. 023203, 2020

[2] S. Edler et al., J. Appl. Phys., vol. 122, no. 12,

p. 124503, 2017

Fabrication process:

• Based on wafer dicing and
wet chemical etching with
TMAH [2]

Samples:

• Phosphorus doped Si 100-
wafers with resistivities of:

• 10 - 20 Ωcm (n)

• 3 - 6 Ωcm (n+)

• 0.3 - 0.5 Ωcm (n++)

• Alteration of the dicing
parameters resulting in
different geometries:

• Square based pillars
→ S-FEAs

• Rectangle based pillars
→ Sheet FEAs

• 2-dimensional walls
→ Line FEAs

Regulation circuit

• Limiting the emitted current to
Imax = Vset / Rshunt

• Highly resistive voltage divider
allowing measurement of the
applied voltage to the FEA with
Imeas >> Ibypass

IV-sweeps

• Current controlled sweeps with
increasing regulated current levels (in a
logarithmic manner)

• Constant number of measurement points

• Used to investigate known quality factors
like operation voltage, beta factors,
effective emission areas, etc. before and
after each CCM

• Characteristics in between two CCMs
mostly coincident
→ Degradation mainly during CCMs

Constant current measurement (CCM)

• 1 h measurements at constant regulated
current levels

• Gradually increasing levels at predefined
values giving a linear course in a logarithmic
scale (Fig. 6)

• Slope of the extraction voltage over time is
approximately linear

→ Used to investigate current dependent
degradation over time

• Series of 1 h constant current measurements (CCMs) at gradually increasing regulated
current levels combined with IV-characteristics before and after each CCM

Fig. 1: Schematic drawing of an 
encapsulated electron source e.g. 
for atmospheric pressure chemical 
ionization. [1]

Fig. 2: Schematic drawing of the FEA fabrication 
process.

Fig. 3: Different types of fabricated FEAs.

Fig. 4: Schematic drawing of the measurement setup.

Fig. 5: a) IV-sweeps of one of the measured S-FEAs plotted in Millikan-Lauritsen coordinates (dots). Characteristics can be extracted by linear 
regression in Murphy-Good coordinates (dashed lines). b) Evolution of the applied extraction voltage necessary to maintain the set 
constant current level over the course of 1 h each. The color in both plots indicates the regulated current of the respective CCM.

Electric field shift (EFS)

• Calculated by dividing the
linear regression of the
temporal voltage course
during the CCM by the tip to
anode distance

• Quantification of the FEAs
degradation

• Electric field shift in order to
take variable extractor tip
distances into account

a) b)

Fig. 6: Current dependent degradation shown by a) the electric field shift, calculated by linear regression of the 
CCM slope divided by the anode tip distance and b) the onset electric field, calculated by the y-intercept 
voltages of the linear regressions divided by the anode tip distance. For statistical reasons, three FEAs of 
each type are measured with the current dependent performance test.

Onset electric field (OFS)

• Calculated by dividing the y-
intercept of the CCMs linear
regression with the extractor tip
distance

• Additional measure for FEA
degradation

• Combining the accumulated shift
of the electric field for different
currents with the characteristics of
the FEA

a) b)

Comparison of dopant levels

• S-FEA with higher doping shows
higher EFS compared to the same
geometry with lower doping level

• Also higher OFS for higher doping

• And lower maximum current reached
for higher doping within the
applicable extraction voltage

• Reason might by a higher adsorbate
coverage and less resistive self-
limitation due to the higher doping
level

• Note: S-FEA (n++) was measured in a
different, but similarly built
measurement setup

Comparison of geometries

• Very high EFSs and OEFs for line FEAs (n+) and
high EFSs and OEFs for sheet FEAs (n+)
compared to the lower doped S-FEAs (n)

• Indicates superior geometry in terms of
durability for tip like structures compared to
sheet and line like FEAs

Conclusion and Outlook:

• Current dependent performance allows
meaningful comparison of different FEA
types

• Further investigations of different
geometries and doping levels will be
done in upcoming research
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Cold Cathode X-Ray Flat Panel Detector Based on Ga2O3 
Thin Film Photoconductor
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Introduction

X-ray Response

Conclusion

REFERENCES

Device Structure and Fabrication

nLarge area flat panel detector is the key component of X-ray imaging system, which has important applications in medical diagnosis, industrial non-
destructive inspection, security screening and scientific research instrument, etc.

nThe photoconductive cold cathode flat panel X-ray detector consists of cold cathode electron source arrays and photoconductor anode, having the
advantages of high-radiation tolerance and high sensitivity.

n In this study, the possibility of using Ga2O3 thin film as photoconductor in a cold cathode vacuum flat panel detector was explored. An X-ray flat panel
detector with diode structure was fabricated. Ga2O3 thin film photoconductor was used for the anode and ZnO nanowire field emitter arrays was used as
the cathode.

nThe 1.8μm Ga2O3 thin film was deposited on ITO electrode by electron
beam evaporation.
nThe ZnO nanowires were prepared using thermal oxidation.
nThe area of each ZnO nanowires pattern is 25 μm×60 μm.
nThe distance between anode and cathode is  120 μm.

Fig.1 Schematic showing the structure of cold cathode X-ray flat panel 
detector with Ga2O3 thin film photoconductor anode and ZnO nanowire 

arrays cold cathode.
Fig. 3. Transient X-ray photocurrent response of the detector with an 

anode bias voltage of 300 V. 
(tube current of 2.5 mA and tube voltage of 80 kV)

nAn X-ray flat panel detector was fabricated by using Ga2O3 thin film
conductor as the anode and ZnO nanowires field emitter arrays as the
cathode. Distinct photoresponse was observed. The results verified the
possibility of using Ga2O3 thin film as the photoconductor for vacuum
X-ray detector.
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Fig.2 (a) SEM images of Ga2O3 thin film; (b) Transmission spectrum of Ga2O3 thin film.

Fig.3 (a) Top-view SEM images of ZnO nanowire arrays and (b)ZnO nanowires. 

Photoconductor and ZnO NW Characterization

nThe Ga2O3 thin film has more than 80% average transmission in the
visible region and a significant absorption was observed at wavelengths
less than 280 nm which is due to the band edge absorption.

nThe ZnO nanowires uniformly distribute on the patterns with a length of
1~3 μm.

nThe emission current distinctly responses to the change of X-ray
radiation.
nThe average light-dark current ratio for the nine consecutive on/off

cycles is about 2.26.
nThe average sensitivity of the detector is 7.57×10-4 μCmGyair−1cm−3.
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Results and Discussion

Outgassing during LAFE operation in the diode system

Introduction
The stability of large area field emitter (LAFE) operation depends on many factors: external conditions, properties and
morphology of the emitter surface, etc. One of the determining factors is the vacuum conditions under which emission
occurs, namely, the composition and pressure of the residual atmosphere in the experimental chamber.

Earlier it was shown that the exposure of LAFE based on carbon nanotubes in the atmosphere of various gases has a
significant effect on the value of the emission current and its stability [1]. Previous studies have reported a changeable
behavior of the emission current (decreasing / increasing tendency) when a constant voltage of different levels is applied
[2,3,4]. This behavior can be explained in terms of adsorption-desorption processes occurring on the emitter and opposite
electrode surfaces. For a complete understanding of these processes, it is necessary to have an information of the
composition and kinetics of the partial pressures of the residual gases during LAFE operation.

Here, we report on the features of the behavior of the emission current on a multiwall carbon nanotubes / polysterene
(MWCNT/PS) LAFE and present the results of a series of experiments to determine the gases evolved during its operation.

Experimental Details

Conclusion

We have shown that the main volatile products releasing in the chamber during LAFE operation are
H2, H2O, CO / C2H4 and CO2. The source of such gases is possibly electron-stimulated desorption from the
anode. Moreover, concentration of H2O molecules have a high inertia with respect to voltage and current
changes. A mechanism of thermal desorption from the entire surface of the anode is possible during its
gradual heating due to electron bombardment. The gradual decreasing in the current level when a high
voltage is applied to a as-prepared sample is associated with the burnout of unstable nanotubes (the
longest or thinnest).

Ioffe Institute, ul. Polytechnitscheskaya 26, St.-Petersburg, 194021, Russia
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The object of the study was the emitter based on
polystyrene-multiwall carbon nanotubes composite. It
was a thin film deposited on a metal substrate (10 mm
in diameter) using spin-coating method. A metal
substrate with the same dimensions as the cathode
substrate was used as the anode.

The suspension of MWCNTs and o-xylene with
polystyrene solution in o-xylene was prepared by mixing
and ultrasonic treatment. The FE tests were carried out
at base pressure of ~2×10-7 Torr employing planar
diode configuration with fixed anode-cathode separation
of 380 μm. Time-of-flight reflection type mass
spectrometer with own pumping system was placed in
line of sight with the FE unit to improve MS data
sensitivity. Other details of experimental setup and
measurement technique are described elsewhere [5, 6].
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Motivation
In our previous works   (A. Andronov et al., J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, 2018, 36, 02C108; 

P. Gabdullin et al., Diam. Relat. Mater., 2020, 105, 107805; A.V. Arkhipov et al., Fuller. Nanotub. Car. N., 2020, 28, 286)

we observed electron emission from island thin films of sp2 carbon on flat Si substrates in electric field ~1 V/µm.

In this work, for comparison, we studied emission from metal films of with similar thickness and morphology.
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Field emission properties

Fig. 2. Room-temperature emission I-V characteristics measured in planar
geometry (cathode-anode distance 0.6 mm, anode diam. 6 mm) with film
samples: 1 – Mo 10 nm; 2 – Mo 4 nm; 3, 4 – Mo 6 nm; 5 – Zr 8 nm; 6 – Zr
6 nm; 7 – Mo 8 nm; 8 – Mo 2 nm; 9 – Ni 6 nm.

After conditioning by the combined action of temperature (300–
600°C) and electric field (~1 V/µm), films of Mo and Zr showed the
capability of cold electron emission in an electric field 1.5-5 V/µm,
measured in the parallel-plate geometry with a field gap width of
0.6 mm (Fig. 2). Near-threshold parts of a few typical I–V
characteristics presented in Fig. 1 appear to be roughly exponential.
The threshold field values for the best samples were as low as 1.5–
4 V/µm. Among the tested film materials, Mo and Zr showed the best
LMF emissivity. Mo films with the best emission properties had
thickness in the range 6–10 nm.

Sample fabrication
Thin films of Mo, Zr, W, Ni and Ti were deposited on flat Si substrates
with a native oxide layer by magnetron sputtering in a Mantis HEX
deposition system. Film thickness, growth rate and substrate
temperature were varied in the range of 2–20 nm, 0.1–1.0 Å/s and 100–
150°C, respectively. As-fabricated, all films were continuous and had
granular structure.

Fig.1. The surface of each sample was studied before the emission tests with a) AFM, b) SEM, 
c) and d) STM.

b)

c) d)



Surface after emission tests
Circular rimmed holes appeared after sample conditioning and/or emission

testing represented in the metal coating up to several microns in size (Fig. 3a). The
structure of such film defects implies that it may have appeared in a process known
as “dewetting”.

Size distribution holes in the emissive films was continuous, starting from tens of
nanometers. The smallest ones were found over the entire area exposed to the
electric field (Fig. 3b) – but not on the film margins outside the anode “footprint”
(the film samples were wider than the anode size); they were also not seen on
pristine, as-grown films.

Tunneling current characteristics measured at different points inside and near
the smallest hole (Fig. 4b–d) reveal dissimilar local electronic properties. The
one in Fig. 4b shows a finite density of states (DOS) at the Fermi level, which is
inherent in conductors. The graph in Fig. 4c displays a bandgap ca. 1 eV wide –
apparently, the probe was in a contact with the semiconductor substrate at the
hole bottom. Other spectra acquired at the hole bottom were ladder-like and
included several approximately equidistant steps (Fig. 4d). Such shapes are
usually associated with nanoparticles having isolated electron systems; they
are explained by either dimensional quantization or the Coulomb blockade
effect.

Fig. 3. SEM images of film structure defects on a Mo 10 nm sample after emission
tests: a) a large, micron-scale holes; b) one of the holes, with particles inside; c)
uniformly distributed small ruptures seen as the dark dots (the image is contrast-
enhanced, scale bar is 2 µm).

Fig. 4. a) High-magnification STM image of an activated 10 nm Mo film
sample; b),c),d): STS spectra measured at positions 3, 2 and 1, respectively.

We related the smallest defects (Fig. 4a) to the combined action of the electric
field and temperature during the conditioning. Presumably, they represent
nuclei developing into the larger holes (and LMF emission centers) as a result of
dewetting stimulated by emission-induced local heating and ion bombardment.

a) c)b)



Emission model
We suggest a modification of the model 
previously proposed for carbon films in:
A.V. Arkhipov et al., “Low-field electron emission 
from carbon cluster films: combined 
thermoelectric/hot-electron model of the 
phenomenon,” Fuller. Nanotub. Car. N., vol. 28, pp. 
286–294, April 2020.

Details well be given in the full conference paper.

Summary of experimental results
1. Metal thin films (at least, Mo and Zr, 6..10 nm, on Si with native oxide) can produce stable room-temperature 

electron emission in macroscopic field of several V/µm – as did carbon islet films in our previous studies. 

2. The low-field emission capability appears after film forming by temperature and/or electric field. This process 
results in formation of dewetted film areas with metal nanoislets.

3. This leads to a conclusion: film structure has stronger effect on emissivity than its material. LMF emission 
capability can be associated with the presence of metallic/sp2 carbon nanoislets.
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Abstract: The dependence of the notional emission area on the apex electric field for a single field-emitter tip is investigated for cylindrical posts. It is found that a
power-law dependence on the local field exists only when the end-cap on the cylinder is modelled as a hemi-ellipsoid with height 𝒉𝒆 ≥ 𝟑𝑹𝒂. Specifically, for a
hemispherical end-cap, the notional area does not increase with local field as a power law. The power law behaviour is expected to hold for generic end-caps where
the end-cap shape closely follows a parabola for 𝝆 ≤ 𝑹𝒂.

HECP emitter of total height ℎ = 50µ𝑚 and tip radius 𝑅𝑎 = 100nm mounted in a parallel plate configuration. For  𝐸𝑎 ranging from 1-10V/nm a plot of 𝑙𝑛
𝐼

𝐽𝑎
vs 𝑙𝑛 𝐸𝑎 has been 

generated for different heights of the hemiellipsoid endcap ℎ𝑒ranging from 𝑅𝑎 to 5𝑅𝑎 keeping the total height of the emitter fixed.

For HCP emitter,  a linear fit with slope 0.89,
holds for Ea<1.5V/nm.
 No power law dependence exists between An

and Ea.
Parabolic approximation hardly holds.
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Modern Developments in Vacuum Electron Sources, Topics in Applied Physics Vol.135,
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Field dependence on the notional emission area has been investigated.

A plot of 𝑙𝑛
𝐼

𝐽𝑎
vs 𝑙𝑛 𝐸𝑎 shows linear behaviour in a range which increases 

as the height of the hemiellipsoidal end-cap he varies from Ra to 5Ra. 
 For field emitter tips, that can be well represented by parabolic
approximation, notional area depends linearly on the apex electric field and the
power law holds.
For hemispherical end cap, it seems that the power law may not hold.

 From a single field emitter tip, the net emitted current 𝐼 is often expressed

empirically as 𝐼 = 𝐴𝐸0
𝑘 𝑒

−
𝐵

𝐸0 , where A and B are constants, 𝐸0 is the applied 
electric field.

 In terms of notional emission area 𝐴𝑛 , 𝐼 𝐸𝑎 = 𝐴𝑛 𝐸𝑎 𝐽𝑎 𝐸𝑎 , 𝐽𝑎 and 𝐸𝑎 are
the apex current density and apex electric field.

• When dealing with field emitter tips with 𝑅𝑎 ≥ 100 nm Murphy-Good  formula
for the  current density 𝐽𝑀𝐺 holds.

• The exponent 𝑘 incorporates the apex current density which contributes a term

2 − 𝜈 where 𝜈 =
𝜂

6
≈ 9.836 𝑒𝑉

1

2 𝜙−
1

2.

• Assuming that the notional area exhibits a power-law dependence 𝐴𝑛 ∼ 𝐸𝑎
𝛼, 𝑘 =

2 − 𝜈 + 𝛼.
• It is important to investigate the existence of the power-law behaviour as well as

the value of 𝛼.
• For endcaps, well approximated by a parabola, it is known that 𝛼 ≈ 1.

MOTIVATION AND SCOPE OF THE WORK
• Consider the family of Hemi-Ellipsoid on Cylindrical

Post (HECP)emitters, in which a hemiellipsoid end
- cap is mounted on a cylindrical post.

• The total height ℎ and apex radius of curvature of 𝑅𝑎
the HECP emitter are kept constant while the height
of the hemiellipsoid end cap ℎ𝑒 is varied from 𝑅𝑎 to
5𝑅𝑎.

• In each case ,the surface field is evaluated using COMSOL
Multiphysics software.

• The total current emitted is calculated by integrating  𝐽𝑀𝐺

• over the surface to obtain 𝐼 =  𝐽 ⍴ 2𝜋𝜌 1 +
𝑑𝑧

𝑑𝜌

2
𝑑𝜌

for apex electric  fields 𝐸𝑎 in the range 1-10V/nm.

• A plot of    𝑙𝑛
𝐼

𝐽𝑎
= 𝑙𝑛 𝐴𝑛 vs   𝑙𝑛 𝐸𝑎 is  generated.

METHODOLOGY

RESULTS

When he=3Ra,  a linear fit with slope 1.03, holds
for Ea<5V/nm.
 Linearity  improves upto moderate fields.
Local parabolicity is valid upto ⍴≈4Ra/5.

When he=5Ra,  a linear fit with slope 1.02, holds
for Ea<7.4V/nm.
 Linearity improves tremendously.
Local parabolicity is valid upto ⍴≈2Ra.

REFERENCESCONCLUSIONS
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ABSTRACT

In this paper we propose a new concept of the technology for making LAFE based on VACNT by DC-PECVD on an Fe catalyst deposited by CVD on a SiO2/Si

substrate immediately in the form of nanoisland. The emission properties of the cathode was investigated, using a computerized field projector. Voltage-current

characteristics tested for compliance with the cold field emission regime. However, a study of the state of the cathode after emission tests revealed an obstacle for

creating emitters by the claimed method, associated with the separation of the tubes in an external electric field.

Degradation of an emitter based on VACNT made 

by DC-PECVD during field emission

CONCLUSION

Fig. 1 Diagram of a CVD

setup for growing a

VACNT array on an island

layer of a Fe catalyst:

1 - gas mixture supply,

2 - anode, 3 - plasma,

4 - substrate, 5 - cathode,

6 - tantalum shield,

7 - furnace, 8 - pedestal,

9 - thermocouple,

10 - vacuum pump

SAMPLE FABRICATION SETUP
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Fig. 4 a) Time dependence of current and voltage levels at stepwise

change in voltage, b) The glow pattern of the VACNT sample.

FIELD EMISSION INVESTIGATION
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As a result, it was shown that it is possible to control the nucleation process due to the

peculiarities of the physicochemistry of growing a catalyst layer: control of the density

and size of metal islands and, consequently, discreteness in the arrangement of VACNTs

and their diameter on the substrate. Investigation of the field emission properties of this

sample showed a fairly stable level of current after training the cathode and the IVC,

which lie in the permissible range of the Forbes test. However, according to the

luminescence patterns and SEM images of the cathode, only a small number of tubes

were involved in the emission process. Moreover, in a strong electric field, the tubes are

detached due to their weak coupling with the substrate, which obviously leads to a

decrease in the tips on the substrate capable of emitting electrons. To improve the

emission characteristics of the VACNT array, further optimization of the technology is

required: to select the optimal length of CNTs and their density relative to each other, as

well as to search for methods to strengthen the bonds between the tubes and the substrate.

INITIAL STATE OF THE LAFE SURFACE

The same setup was used for sequential formation of

Fe layers by CVD (Chemical vapor deposition) and

VACNT arrays using DC-PECVD (Plasma-enhanced)

on a Si/SiO2 substrate (Fig.1). In the case of obtaining

Fe layers, the reactor is organized according to the

principle of a two-zone system according to the

operating temperature. In the upper region, (the first in

the gas flow), there is a diffusion evaporator with

ferrocene (bis (η -cyclopentadienyl) iron) serving as a

metal source. The evolved reagent vapors are

transferred by an argon flow to the underlying

deposition area, where a quartz pedestal with a built-in

heater is located. There is a graphite washer 45 mm in

diameter with substrates, which were polished KEF-5

(100) silicon wafers with a natural SiO2 layer.

Deposition was carried out for 30 min at a pedestal

temperature of 700 °C and a total pressure of 700 Pa.

The consumption of argon and ferrocene was 50 and

0.27 ml/min, respectively. In the case of growing of

VACNT arrays, the reactor was equipped with an

electrode system. The above-mentioned graphite washer

acted as the cathode. A stainless steel disc (ø 45 mm)

served as an anode. The gap between the electrodes was

40 mm. The sample presented in this work was obtained

by deposition for 10 min at a pedestal temperature

of 740 °C and a total pressure of 300 Pa. The

working medium was created from ammonia

supplied with a flow rate of 200 ml/min, and

acetylene - 100 ml/min. Samples obtained after

iron deposition served as a substrate. The

discharge was characterized by a current of 7.5

mA and an anode voltage of 480 V.

Fig. 3 SEM image of a VACNT sample made with DC-

PECVD technology: a, b) image at an angle of 30˚; c, d)

top view.

FIELD EMISSION SETUP

Fig. 2. Field emission

experimental system:

1 - cathode with the

emission surface,

2 - anode (glass with

conductive ITO layer and

luminescent coverage

facing to the cathode),

3 - USB microscope that

looks inside the camera

through a light filter and

glass window,

4 - vacuum gauge.

Fig. 6 SEM images of a VACNT sample on Si/SiO2

after an emission experiment: a) general view of the

emitter with the formed bald spots in the CNT array, b)

more detailed image, c) a side view at an angle of 30 °,
d) top view of a detailed image CNT.

CATHODE SURFACE AFTER EMISSION TESTS

Fig. 5 a) IVC for different current levels. The inset shows the IVC

characteristics in the Fowler -Nordheim coordinates [2], b) Dependences of

the critical fields flow and fup on current level of the upper limit (method A) and

the lower limit (method B). This method is described in more detail in [3].
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The field emission investigation was

conducted using computerized method with

multichannel data collection [1]. Fig. 6 (a-c)

shows the SEM images of the cathode after

emission tests. In the general image of the

LAFE (Fig. 6 a), there are areas with bald

spots, which make up approximately half of

the area of the total surface of the emitter.

More detailed images showed that CNTs lie

on the substrate or are absent altogether (Fig.

6 (b-c)). It is possible that such an

inhomogeneity of the LAFE is due to the

detachment of CNTs by electric field during

the emission tests. Pulling out of the tubes

occurs as a result of electrostatic forces

arising from the polarization of the tubes in

an external field, and weak Van der Waals

forces of connection with the substrate. High

temperature annealing can enhance the

bonding of CNTs with the substrate [4] and

improve the graphitization of CNTs [5].

a)

b)

c)

d)
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 Experimental study of the multi-tip field emitter based on 
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Sample fabrication

Field emitters at this moment remain a promising alternative for the development of the electron sources. Electron sources based on field emitters are small in 

size, have a relatively low power consumption and small preparation time. These properties make them very attractive for the creation of electronic systems 

for compact X-ray sources in medical applications and security systems [1]. In addition, the sources of free electrons on field emission structures can find their 

application in the development of microfocus X-ray tubes for the maskless X-ray lithography. In terms of manufacturability, silicon is an attractive candidate 

for the field emitters. Silicon-based field emission structures created by means of the silicon microtechnology have a high degree of reproducibility and 

uniformity which is very important for multi-beam electron systems [2].This paper describes the practical results of creating a multi-tip field emitter and 

obtaining experimental emission data of the developed structure.

Fig. 1  SEM image of the silicon multi-tip field emitter based on 

the array of silicon pyramidal microstructures. In the inset: single 

silicon pyramidal field emitter.

Field emission experiments and results

Fig. 4 Calculated field enhancement factors of the 

fabricated silicon multi-tip field emitter. Inset: glowing 

pattern of the emission surface.

Fig. 2 Current-voltage characteristics of the fabricated 

silicon multi-tip field emitter in the standard and Murphy-

Good (see insert) coordinates.

Fig. 3 Time dependences of the voltage and 

current levels.

Multi-tip field emitter based on the array of silicon 

pyramidal microstructures was fabricated using 

standard silicon technological operations. Pyramidal 

structures were formed in the bulk of the 

monocrystalline silicon substrate. The 150 mm n-type 

silicon wafers was oxidized to obtain a 100 nm SiO2 

layer. Deposition of Si3N4 layer (260 nm) was 

performed after wafer oxidation to form mask SiO2-

Si3N4 pattern. The photoresist was deposited by 

centrifugation on a rotating plate. The photolithography 

process included standard drying, exposure and strip 

operations. Anisotropic liquid etching at 80   with 

KOH 40% water solution was used to form the 

pyramidal microstructures on the surface of the silicon 

substrate. Fabricated silicon multi-tip field emitter is 

shown in Figure 1. Single silicon cathode was an 

octahedral pyramid of about 275 μm in height and the 

width of the cathode base was about 180 μm. Distance 

between cathodes in array was about 1 mm.

The experimental data was obtained using 

computerized method with multichannel data 

collection and online processing of the field 

emission data [3]. 

Maximum emission current level (amplitude of 

the pulses) that we were able to get from the 

cathode was 112 µA (Fig. 3). In general, emission 
in all voltage ranges was unstable, especially at 
currents above 50 μA. The Forbes orthodox cold 
emission test [4] showed that electric field on the 

emission sites apexes is too high for stable field 

emission.

 Glow pattern analysis show that there are 18 

emission sites (N) out of 28 possible, so emission 

area of one emission site can be estimated as A1 = 

A / N = 0.93 nm2. Solution of the Fowler-

Nordheim equation with the found local current 

loads and corresponding voltage allowed to obtain 

local field enhancement factors. Obtained values 

were in the range from 1170 to 1300 (Fig. 4).
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